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Abstract: Knowledge about forest road networks is essential for sustainable forest management and
fire management. The aim of this study was to assess the accuracy of a new hierarchical-hybrid
classification tool (HyClass) for mapping paved and unpaved forest roads with LiDAR data. Bare-
earth and low-lying vegetation were also identified. For this purpose, a rural landscape (area 70 ha) in
northwestern Spain was selected for study, and a road network map was extracted from the cadastral
maps as the ground truth data. The HyClass tool is based on a decision tree which integrates
segmentation processes at local scale with decision rules. The proposed approach yielded an overall
accuracy (OA) of 96.5%, with a confidence interval (CI) of 94.0–97.6%, representing an improvement
over pixel-based classification (OA = 87.0%, CI = 83.7–89.8%) using Random Forest (RF). In addition,
with the HyClass tool, the classification precision varied significantly after reducing the original
point density from 8.7 to 1 point/m2. The proposed method can provide accurate road mapping to
support forest management as an alternative to pixel-based RF classification when the LiDAR point
density is higher than 1 point/m2.
Keywords: forest network extraction; object/pixel based classification; random forest; importance of
variables; quality measures; sensitivity analysis
1. Introduction
1.1. Background
The focus of forest policy and management in Europe has shifted from wood produc-
tion to sustainable ecosystem management [1]. Sustainable forest management should
enhance all goods and services provided by forests, by considering the multifunctional
role of forests and forest resources, including provision of, e.g., timber and non-timber
products (fruits, resins, mushrooms, etc.), watershed regulation and water supply, grazing
by livestock, climate regulation, hunting, fishing and outdoor recreation. In this respect,
forest roads have become vital components of the human use of forest systems throughout
history, providing access that enables people to study, enjoy, contemplate or extract forest
resources [2].
Forest road networks provide connections to primary road networks and also between
different forested areas [3]. In Spain, most forest road networks are designed to enable
selvicultural and timber extraction, although they are also essential for forest risk man-
agement, serving as preventive infrastructures (fire breaks), providing access for wildfire
forest surveillance and fire prevention and suppression activities and acting as deterrents
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for illegal activities (e.g., arson, poaching or illegal logging and fruit collection). From the
ecological point of view, forest roads are often considered ecosystems themselves (e.g., [4]),
and their presence in forests may provide benefits (e.g., as edge habitats and connection
between core habitats) and/or drawbacks (e.g., debris and sliding sediments, habitat
fragmentation, wildlife disturbance and traffic accidents, corridors for exotic species and
pathogens, loss of water quality and waste dumping).
Detailed maps of forest roads are essential for timely and improved sustainable forest
management [3]. Land and forest managers need high-quality up-to-date information
about forest roads in order to balance the benefits, problems and risks, both for society and
forests, to enable them to make the best management decisions based on the purpose of the
road and its effects [2], including usage time and persistence, number of roads and layout,
width and surface characteristics (paved or unpaved) and maintenance needs.
In Spain, forest roads are often digitized by photo-interpretation for forest manage-
ment activities, which involve low efficiency and time-consuming processes. In Spain, the
PNOA project (Plan Nacional de Ortografía Aérea) is the primary source of information for
delineating forest roads. Since 2004, the PNOA has provided photogrammetric products
with a periodic cover of 2–3 years for the whole of Spain, with a spatial resolution of 0.25 m
and RGB and NIR bands. Therefore, information about forest roads is frequently outdated
as a result of the arduous processes involved in collecting data (especially in NW Spain
where the presence of fast-growing forest species implies more intensive forestry activity,
with a high rate of road construction associated with logging activities). Information is
also often incomplete due to difficulties in photo-interpretation of complex forest areas
(as information about the type of surface, the road width, the maintenance level and its
connectivity is often lacking).
The positioning accuracy of existing data on forest roads is very variable (as it strongly
depends on the expertise of the digitizer), with missing outlines (especially in those areas
with underneath narrow forest roads and paths below dense forest canopies), and added
difficulties in open areas (e.g., poorly maintained wide firebreaks, which are rapidly
colonized by heliophilous shrub species, creating a continuous cover that often hinders
the edge detection). For all of these reasons, it is essential to develop automatic reliable
processes for identifying and mapping forest roads. Such methods should be simple,
inexpensive and upgradeable.
1.2. Brief Review of the State-of-Art
Most efforts focused on developing methods of detecting roads have tried to respond
to the needs of both urban planning/management and sustainable forest management,
resulting in increased research output in these fields. Despite the importance of these
subjects, most studies concern the detection of paved roads in urban or peri-urban areas.
In addition, although this is a very active field of research, which tends towards the total
automation of all processes, manual editing is still used, mainly at the post-processing
stage [5]. Current methods are designed to address, mitigate or, at best, solve challenges
involving the identification of roads. In this respect, the discontinuities of roads (omission
errors) and the spectral similarity between categories (commission errors) are the major
challenges. The main causes of the discontinuities are: (1) the presence of non-ground
objects, such as vehicles, which cause errors in the Digital Terrain Models (DTM) [6], or
buildings, which shade the roads [7]; (2) roads covered by trees, which cause interference
in GPS signals [8], lack of information when using images [5] or reduction of number of
points when using LiDAR data [9]; (3) wrongly identified relationship between the road
characteristics and the spatial resolution of the data; and (4) steep relief, which causes
filtering errors at the road edges [10]. Moreover, the spectral confusion between land cover
types is a major cause of commission errors (e.g., flat areas and no tree vegetation, where
the cover adjacent to roads and the roads themselves are similar, such as bare-earth and
dirt roads).
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Although the previous cases can be found in any environment, those related to non-
ground objects (Cause 1) are characteristic of urban/peri-urban areas, while others, such
as road covered by trees or steep relief (Cause 2), are more common in rural and forest
areas. For example, tall buildings in urban environments often produce occlusions or
shadows on the data, and, although unequal in consequence, these errors occur in both
aerial/satellite images and LiDAR point clouds [6,11]. The presence of vehicles, which
may cause errors in the DTM or increase the number of gaps in the extracted-road network
(due to their size and height) is also usual in such areas [6]. However, it is not usual to find
either occlusion errors in road classification (due to the dense vegetation) or DTM errors
caused by steep slope, as in rural and forested areas [3]. This may be one reason why the
methods of road detection that are used in urban areas are not applied in rural areas, and
vice versa, or for identification of non-paved roads. Together with the fact that most of
the methods developed are used in urban areas, this results in a net deficit of methods
than can be used to address the needs of rural areas [12]. In addition, despite the obvious
impact of aforementioned challenges on the quality of the extracted roads, studies explicitly
analyzing this aspect are scarce [3].
Three levels of automation exist: manual, automatic and semi-automatic (which
combines automatic processes and manual editing) (Figure 1). The first group includes
traditional methods based on surveying techniques or GPS to capture spatial data [8] as well
as photointerpretation and manual digitization of roads (which use aerial/satellite images
or the LiDAR-derived layers) [13]. Although these techniques are the most accurate and
robust, they are also time-consuming and costly [14]. This group also includes participatory
GIS; in a recent great study, a mobile application, RoadLab Pro, was used to automatically
map the driving location of six different drivers [12]. The data were collected by taking
advantage of the car/truck journeys by users working for organizations operating in the
study area. In this particular case, the data collection was limited to areas transited by
vehicles, and narrow roads or abandoned logging roads were excluded. Assuming no
technical limitations for users travelling on foot, this is an easy method of collecting data,
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Figure 1. Approaches used to identify roads.
Data collected using manual techniques are usually used to train semi-automatic and
automatic methods and assess the accuracy of the detection. Despite the large number of
automatic methods for identifying roads, examples of applications in rural areas are scarce.
Passive sensors, which are widely used in urban areas, are not efficient in highly vegetated
areas such as rural environments [15]. Because of this limitation, LiDAR technology is
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considered the best option for detecting roads in forest areas, owing to its ability to provide
data on the area below canopy cover. Studies which have used these data in raster format
have mainly considered three variables: nDSM, ground slope and LiDAR intensity [3,5,6].
However, a much larger number of variables can be obtained from the LiDAR point
clouds (e.g., [16,17]). Within the field of road detection and mapping, no studies have
yet explored the potential of these data beyond consideration of the aforementioned
variables. This type of analysis could provide a useful basis for identifying variables not
yet considered and for assessing the possibility of developing double-aptitude methods
(urban–rural/paved–unpaved).
A wide variety of automatic methods can be used to detect roads, and there are also
many ways to group them (see review by Wang et al. [18] or Tejenaki et al. [6]); however,
examples of unpaved road identification in rural areas are scarce [5,19]. Considering the
unit of analysis and taking into account that the data are in raster form, some methods
use the pixel as the basic unit of analysis [3,20]. However, the improvement in spatial
resolution leads to an increase in the spectral heterogeneity of the cover. Moreover, several
pixels are needed to define an object. These limitations, together with the development
of sophisticated and efficient processing tools, have led to a paradigm shift. Thus, the
possibility of using spatial patterns arose as complementary to object-based methods, in
which the basic unit of analysis is the object, which comprises a continuous region of pixels
with homogeneous values. Segmentation, the process where by such objects are delimited,
enables a reduction in the internal variability of the cover as well as elimination of the
salt and pepper effect, which is typical of pixel-based classifications. It also enables the
use of spatial, morphological or context variables as well as spectral variables. Although
the segmentation improves the results of pixel-based methods, it also plays the role of
executioner, because it is responsible for most of the erroneous assignations and the
occurrence of mixed objects (over and under segmentation) [21].
Some studies have shown that object-based classification produces better results than
the pixel-based methods on a global scale (study area). Nonetheless, if the results are
analyzed on a class scale, the pixel-based methods may yield better results for identifying
the homogeneous cover on the basis of their spectral values (e.g., water or cropland) [22,23].
In addition, a recent study [3] demonstrated that pixel-based methods performed better
than object-based methods for the automatic detection of forest road networks using low-
density LiDAR. However, in this case, the data resolution was probably the determining
factor. To deal with the constraints in the pixel-based and object-based classifications and
to take advantage of their strengths, several studies have combined both techniques to
improve the accuracy of land cover and land use maps [24,25]. However, very few studies
concern the detection of roads [19]. The shortage of studies of this type, the reasons for
the emergence of the hybrid methods and the limitations of road identification in rural
areas illustrate the need to explore the use of hybrid methods in this field. However, new
methods must be developed for this purpose.
According to Chen et al. [25], hybrid methods can be divided into three groups: (1) ma-
jority rule [24]; (2) the best class merging rule [26]; and (3) expert knowledge [27] (see [25] for
detailed review of the hybrid methods). The classification approach proposed in the present
study could be included in the group of expert knowledge methods. The central idea of
our study arose from the research developed by Cánovas-García and Alonso-Sarría [28],
who proposed a method of obtaining the optimal value of scale parameter of the multi-
resolution algorithm implemented in Definiens eCognition (v.7.0) proprietary software [29].
The same researchers [25] concluded that execution of segmentation processes on a global
scale (this term is considered to refer to the entire study area) can produce inappropriate
results for some types of cover. These researchers therefore proposed implementing their
algorithm at a local scale, to improve the fitting of segmentation parameters for delineating
the different types of cover. On the basis of the previous idea, we propose using a hybrid
classification method, called HyClass, to differentiate four types of cover: paved and dirt
roads and ground cover such as bare-earth or low-lying vegetation. This hybrid method
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differs in two aspects relative to most of the previous methods: (1) the only input data
used are LiDAR point clouds for rural areas; and (2) use of a single decision tree as the
classification method (chosen for its versatility, simplicity and readability) to integrate
segmentation processes at local scale with decision rules. To the best of our knowledge, no
studies have yet applied such a simple decision tree (CART) in combination with object-
and pixel-based segmentation at local scale to detect forest road networks in rural and
forested environments.
The main objectives of this study are as follow:
(i) To explore the potential of LiDAR data as the only source of information for identify-
ing and outlining paved and unpaved forest roads in a rural landscape.
(ii) To demonstrate whether integration of several classification approaches (object-based
and pixel-based) in a single decision tree, created using the available information,
contributes to improving the accuracy of an automatic pixel-based classification using
Random Forest (RF).
(iii) To assess the extent to which the accuracy of detected forest roads is affected by
several factors, such as point density, slope, penetrability and road surface.
2. Study Area and Data
The study area (of about 70 ha) is located in Vilapena (43◦24′N, 7◦12′N), in the munici-
pality of Trabada, NW Spain (Figure 2a). The area was chosen because it is representative
of the type of forest in the region, characterized by a combination of high terrain and deep,
fertile valleys. The elevation ranges between 250 and 530 m and the land cover within the
study area consists of cropped fields, vast forest and small rural settlements, providing an
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Figure 2. (a) Study area and reference roads. Source: PNOA@Instituto Geográfico Nacional de
España—Xunta de Galicia, SIOSE@Instituto Geográfico Nacional de España—Xunta de Galicia and
Sede Electrónica del Catastro—https://www.sedecatastro.gob.es/. (b) Technical characteristics of
LiDAR data record.
LiDAR data were acquired in October 2010 using a Leica ALS50-II airborne laser
scanner under the umbrella project entitled “Application of LiDAR technology in the forest
inventory and the management of natural hazards (2009-PG239)”. The distribution of the
point density in the study area and the technical characteristics of the scanner used to
capture the LiDAR point cloud are shown in Figure 2b.
Finally, a publicly available road network layer (line format) was used to eval-
uate the accuracy of the proposed method and to analyze the effects of several fac-
tors (e.g., paved/unpaved, penetrability, slope, etc.) on the quality measures. The
reference cartographic information was downloaded from the Cadastre portal (https:
//www.sedecatastro.gob.es/) and all paved and dirt roads included in the study area were
selected. The paved and dirt roads were of length 1.4 and 5.9 km, respectively. The width
of travelled surface on paved roads was approximately 6 m, while the width of dirt roads
varied between 2.5 and 5 m. Most paved roads were of slope greater than 6º while almost
half of the dirt roads were of slope greater than 12º. Finally, 40% of dirt roads and 20%
of paved roads were totally or partially occluded by canopy cover. The reference roads
are represented by two lines that correspond to the roadsides, but identification of the
road centerline is required in order to assess the accuracy of the LiDAR-derived roads.
An automatic method of calculating the position of the road centerlines was therefore
developed. The flowchart of this method is shown in Figure 3 and the R code is included
in Appendix A. The centerlines of reference roads are included in Figure 2a (paved roads
are shown in black and dirt roads in brown).
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the automatic method used to calculate the road centerlines from the roadsides.
3. Methodology
3.1. LiDAR Data Processing
3.1.1. Reduction of Point-Cloud Density
Original LiDAR data of variable resolution, i.e., obtained from flights carried out in
the same area, at the same time, and with the same flight parameters but different LiDAR
point densities, are the most appropriate for assessing the influence of point density on
forest road detection [30]. However, in most instances, the data acquired from different
flights are not available because of the clearly unfavorable costs–benefit relationship. As
an alternative, the scientific community has developed and used automatic methods for
artificially reducing the density of LiDAR point clouds [31,32]. In this case, the Proportional
per Cell method, developed by Buján et al. [33], is used to reduce the density of LiDAR
point clouds. Thus, the original LiDAR data, of point density 8.7 points/m2, were reduced,
and three datasets with densities of 4, 2, and 1 points/m2 were obtained.
3.1.2. Intensity Normalization
Many resources have been invested in developing new methods to correct the intensity
values registered by LiDAR sensors in a short space of time. These initiatives have been
promoted almost entirely by the rapid increase in the applications driven by LiDAR
data [34]. The ability of the laser pulse to penetrate vegetation and collect three-dimensional
coordinates, not only of natural and artificial objects but also of the topography, is without
doubt one of main advantages of the LiDAR technology relative to other data capture
techniques involving remote sensing. This ability, together with the different reflectance of
the materials that result in different intensity values [35], is critical for identifying different
materials, even beneath the forest canopy. Another advantage is that the data capture does
not depend on illumination conditions, because the laser pulse is not affected by shadows
or solar angles [36,37]. However, the intensity values are affected by other factors, such
as topography and terrain properties, flight and sensor characteristics and atmospheric
conditions [38].
Because of the large extent of the study area, the topography is highly variable, in
terms of slope and elevation. In addition, as the LiDAR data were obtained in two passes,
the intensity values were corrected through two steps. First, an intensity correction of
Level 1, based on the scale supplied by Kashani et al. [34], was developed by use of the
theoretical model previously used in [39,40] (Equation (1)). In this approach, the normalized
intensity values (I′) were obtained by multiplying the original intensity value (I) by the
quotient of the range of each return (R), calculated as the difference between the average
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flying height and the height of each return and the standard range (Rre f ) and by the inverse
of the incidence-angle cosine (α). It is important to note that the choice of method used
to normalize the intensity values depends on the absence of information concerning the
atmospheric conditions during the data collection process.






A median filter was applied because of the persistence of noise in the intensity image.
This approach was used in previous research due to the lack of atmospheric parameters
required to carry out a more rigorous normalization procedure [35,38]. In these studies,
the median filter was applied to the original intensity image [35] and the image was also
corrected by the range [38]. The result of this process is a smooth intensity image. In this
study, the median filter was applied to the intensity image corrected by the range and the
incidence angle. Finally, the intensity values were normalized in the range 0–255 by using
a previously proposed min-max scaling method [41]. These processes correspond to the
second step of the intensity normalization.
3.1.3. LiDAR Variables
R software [42] (v.3.4.2) was used to calculate the DTM and to normalize the elevation
values, i.e., to obtain the height of the LiDAR points, as well as to compute several variables
related to height and intensity. First, ground points were identified from original and
generated point clouds (8.7, 4, 2 and 1 points/m2) using the Hybrid Overlap Filter [43].
These points were interpolated using the Tps (the fields package in R software v.9.6 [44])
and interpolate functions (raster package v.2.8-19 [45]). The resolution of DTMs was found
to be 1.5*point spacing (PS) m, on the basis of both recommendation of Salleh et al. [46] and
the heterogeneous density of points. Normalized LiDAR point clouds were then obtained
by subtraction of the elevation of the DTM from the Z coordinate of each LiDAR return
using the normalize_ height function (lidR package v.3.0.3 [47]) (∆Z). As a result of the
previous process, the vector of attributes of each LiDAR point is
∫
υ = [X, Y, Z, I′, R, ∆Z]
(where X, Y and Z are the location and elevation values, respectively; I′ is the normalized
intensity value; R is the return number; and ∆Z is the normalized height).
Secondly, 65 variables/metrics were computed using the previous attributes of the
LiDAR point cloud and R software. These metrics are categorized across five groups:
elevation/height, intensity, returns, roughness and texture. These LiDAR metrics are
summarized in Table 1. The voxel is the unit of analysis for the purposes of the calculation
of the previous metrics. The value of each variable, which is assigned to the corresponding
pixel, is calculated taking into account all or a set of points contained inside (υv). The
bottom side of the voxel, in terms of both size and location, will coincide with the cells of
resulting rasters. Therefore, the end format of metrics is a raster. The resolution of rasters,
and hence the voxel base size, varies according to the different variables. If the variable
represents a simple metric, such as maximum, minimum or mean, the pixel size was found
to be 1.5*PS m, such as DTM (r1 = 1.5*PS). However, if the variable is the result of a basic
operation between the point sets (subtraction, division, etc.), the resolution is four times
the PS (r2 = 4*PS) on the basis of recommendation of Salleh et al. [46].
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Table 1. Summary of LiDAR metrics.
Group a Metrics Attributes b Description Resol. Ref.
E-H
nSMFR ∆Z, R
Normalized surface model from the maximum value of
the first returns. r1 [48]
nSMLR ∆Z, R
Normalized surface model from the minimum value of
the non-first returns. r1 [49]
nMMv ∆Z
Normalized model of medium-sized vegetation from
the maximum value of the returns which ∆Z ≤ 4 m. r1 [50]
RDB1−8 ∆Z
Relative density bins show the ratio between the
non-groun points by height intervals and the total
non-ground points in the voxel (height intervals: RDB1:
0.5 m < ∆Z ≤ 1 m; RDB2: 1 m < ∆Z ≤ 2 m;
RDB3: 2 m < ∆Z ≤ 3 m; RDB4: 3 m < ∆Z ≤ 4 m; RDB5:
4 m < ∆Z ≤ 6 m; RDB6: 6 m < ∆Z ≤ 8 m; RDB7:
8 m < ∆Z ≤ 12 m; RDB8: ∆Z > 12 m).
r2 [51]
RD ∆Z Accumulated relative density is the ratio between thenon-ground points and total points in the voxel. r2 [51]
Q1,5,10,25,50,75,90% ∆Z
Height percentiles show the values below which a given
percentages (1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%) of
observations falls (minimum height threshold = 0.5 m).
r2 [17]
CS Z
Coefficient of skewness measures the data asymmetry
compared to a normal distribution. CS is the ratio
between the third moment about the mean divided by
the second moment about the mean.
r2 [52]
CK Z
Coefficient of kurtosis measures the data peakedness.
CK is the ratio between the fourth moment about the




Intensity image is calculated from the 68.3% quantile of
normalized intensity values of the first returns. r1 [52,53]
ILR I′, R
Intensity image is calculated from the 68.3% quantile of
corrected intensity values of the non-first returns. r1 [54]
IMv I′
Intensity image is calculated from the 68.3% quantile of
corrected intensity values of the returns which
∆Z ≤ 4 m.
r1 —
ID I′, R
Difference of intensity between returns is the difference
between the maximum intensity value of first returns
and the minimum intensity value of non-first returns. If
non-first returns do not exist, the minimum intensity
value of first returns is considered.
r2 [52]
ISD I′ Standard deviation of the intensity. r2 [55]
ICV I′
Coefficient of variation is the ratio of the standard
deviation and mean using the LiDAR intensity data. r2 —
IQ10,25,50,75,90% I′
Intensity percentiles show the values below which a
given percentages (10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%) of
observations falls (minimum height threshold = 0).
r2 [55]
DWRS I′
Density weighted reflection sum is the sum of the
corrected intensity of all returns multiplied by a
correction factor. The correction factor is the mean point
density of the whole dataset divided by the density at
each voxel.
r2 [16]
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Table 1. Cont.
Group a Metrics Attributes b Description Resol. Ref.
Re
SMD Z, R
Difference of elevation between returns is the difference
between the maximum elevation value of first returns
and the minimum elevation value of non-first returns. If
non-first returns do not exist, the minimum elevation
value of first returns is considered.
r1 [53,56]
nSMD ∆Z, R
Normalized difference of height between returns is the
difference between the maximum height value of first
returns and the minimum height value of non-first
returns divide by the sum of such values. If non-first




The penetrability is the ratio between the number of
points which ∆Z ≤ 2 m and the number of total points
in each voxel/cell.
r2 [58,59]
RR R Return ratio is the percentage of first and intermediatereturns in each voxel/cell. r2 [49,50]
TR ∆Z, R Terrain return is the percentage of single and lastreturns in each voxel/cell. r2 [53,60]
VR ∆Z, R
Vegetation return is the percentage of first and




SDZ Z Standard deviation of the elevation. r1 [61]
SD∆Z ∆Z
Standard deviation of the height. Only points which ∆Z
> 0.5 m are considered. r1 [50,62]
P ∆Z Slope image is calculated using nSMFR as input data. r2 [63]
CV Z
Coefficient of variation is the ratio of the standard




Normal angle is calculated from the 68.3% quantile of
angles (obtained for each point) between the normal
vector to ∏p (see Footnote c) and the vertical axis.
r2 [56,58]
DN Z
Vertical distance from each point to ∏p. The maximum
vertical distance of points in the voxel is the cell value. r2 [59]
RSM Z Root mean square of DN . r2 [60]
T




Texture metrics of IFR, SMFR and nSMFR raster,
respectively, using the grey-level co-occurrence matrix
(GLCM). The calculated measures are mean, variance,
contrast, dissimilarity, homogeneity, entropy, second
moment and correlation, respectively. The textures are
calculated using all directions.
r1 [55,56]










a Groups of metrics: E-H, elevation/height; I, intensity; Re, returns; Ro, roughness; T, texture. b Attributes: Z is the elevation; I′ is the normalized
intensity value; R is the return number; and ∆Z is the normalized height. c To calculate the angle between the normal vector to ∏p and the vertical
axis for each point, it is necessary first to obtain the plane ∏p for each point. From each point in the voxel, the neighboring points, whose elevation
difference in relation to this point is ± voxelside2 , are selected. These points are then used to fit a plane (∏p) by means of a linear model and using the
glm function (stats package in R software v.4.0.2) [42].
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3.2. Road Detection
3.2.1. Importance of Variables
Breiman’s RF algorithm was used to assess the importance of the variables [66]. Thus,
the RF algorithm implemented in the R [42] (V.3.4.2) package randomForest (V.4.6-14) [67]
was used to assess the importance of variables in differentiating between paved and
unpaved forest roads. Although the RF algorithm has been widely and successfully used
as classifier, it was applied to identify and analyze the most important variables at the
global scale and for each ground cover category (bare earth, low vegetation, paved and
dirt roads) in this study. In the training phase, RF successively builds Ntree decision trees
(similar to CART) by using a set of random observations from a reference sample, called
in-bag [68]. These training observations constitute approximately 2/3 of the reference
sample. The remaining 1/3 of observations, called out-of-bag, are used to estimate the
classification error of the model. For the growth of a tree, each descendant node is split from
a parent node by using Mtry variables (randomly drawn). A randomly selected subset of
the variables at each node are used to find the best split. At each node, the algorithm finds
the threshold values at which there is a significant change in the probability of presence.
This results in a class label of the training sample in the terminal node where it ends up.
The label assigned is that obtaining the majority of “votes” [69].
As can be deduced from the above, RF has two main parameters: number of trees
(Ntree) and the number of variables split at each node (Mtry). Some studies have shown
that the performance of RF is less sensitive to variations in the Ntree than in the Mtry
parameter [70]. Regarding the first parameter, many studies have set the Ntree parameter
at 500 as an acceptable level and the default value in the function of the R package [71,72].
On the other hand, higher values of the Mtry parameter increase the processing time. The
value of Mtry is usually established as the root square of the number of variables. Two
measures of the explanatory power of the input variables known as Variable Importance (VI)
measures were obtained: Mean Decrease in Gini (MDG) and Mean Decrease in Accuracy
(MDA). As some studies have shown that MDG can introduce biased results in the VI
analysis [73], VI was tested by means of the MDA metric. The number of Ntree parameter
was set to 5000, and 10 variables (Mtry) were tested at each split. One hundred reference
points were randomly selected from the training samples for each land cover type (see next
section and Figure 4). Finally, the results of the RF function also enabled comparison of
the hybrid method and a pixel-based classification from the RF function. This comparison
shows whether the results of the hybrid method are better than the output of pixel-based












Figure 4. Hierarchy of ground cover types.
3.2.2. Design of Hybrid Classification
A hybrid classification method, HyClass, is proposed for differentiating between
paved and dirt roads as well as between bare-earth and low vegetation. This classification
method integrates the local scale segmentation processes and the decision rules in a decision
tree (classification method chosen for its versatility, simplicity and readability) for assigning
pixels/objects to classes. The variables and thresholds values were established on the basis
of the results of VI analysis described in the previous section. The hierarchy of land cover
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types included in Figure 4 was taken into account when designing the decision tree of
HyClass. Two levels of land cover types are shown in the figure. Considering the height
attribute of the LiDAR data, Level 1 is composed of two classes: ground and objects. Level
2 includes four classes resulting from ground cover of Level 1: paved roads and dirt roads
(PR and DR, respectively), bare-earth (BE) and low-lying vegetation (LV). The sub-classes
derived from object class are not an objective of this research.
The decision tree, which is the heart of the hybrid classification method, is developed
using the Definiens eCognition (v.7.0) proprietary software [29] (Figure 5a). Although it
is not the most common, some of the results from the analysis of the importance of the
variables (results included in Section 3.3.1) were used in this section in order to explain the
process of designing the decision trees. Additionally, box plots of each cover in relation to
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Figure 5. Decision tree and values of training samples for a high-density point cloud (8 points/m2).
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Some studies have recognized that nSM plays a fundamental role to differentiate
digital terrain-related coverages (e.g., roads or fields) from those related to objects (e.g.,
buildings and trees) [38,48,62]. However, the values of PR and DR cover sometimes have
similar values to the object classes in our study (Figure 5b-1). Unlike in the previous studies,
road sections hidden by vegetation were also identified by the hybrid classification method.
For this purpose, the training samples were located in these areas. The abnormally high
heights of these types of cover are shown in Figure 5b-1. Inclusion of the variable nMMv
greatly reduced the variability in these types of cover (Figure 5b-2). Given this informa-
tion, a chessboard segmentation (simulating a pixel-based classification) was carried out
from the variable nMMv and those pixels with values of 0.35 nMMv (Node 1 in Figure 5a)
were selected.
The results shown in Figure 8b,c indicate that I′Mv and Nz were the most impor-
tant variables for classes PR and DR, respectively. A multi-resolution segmentation
algorithm [74] was applied using I′Mv and Nz variables as input (results from Node 1,
Figure 5a). The weight of the variable I′Mv was twice that of the variable Nz. In a first step,
this bottom-up region merging segmentation method considers each pixel in the image as
an object (seed). Secondly, the possibility of merging two adjacent objects to form a new
larger object was iteratively evaluated. The algorithm optimizes the procedure which, for a
given number of image objects, minimizes the average heterogeneity and maximizes their
respective homogeneity based on a previously established threshold (local homogeneity
criterion). The process ends when no more objects can be merged.
The multi-resolution segmentation algorithm can be tuned by three parameters: scale,
shape and compactness. In the last decade, several automatic methods have been proposed
for determining the optimal values of the above parameters [28,75]. However, automatic
calibration of these parameter is still not sufficiently widespread. In this regard, the values
are usually adjusted by manual methods based on the user’s experience and visual analysis
of the results, as our study [55,76]. The homogeneity criterion shape was fixed with
values less than 0.5 following the recommendation given by Baatz and Schäpe [74]. Values
ranging between 0.1 and 0.4 have been cited in object-based classifications studies in which
parameter was fixed at 0.3 [28]. The values of these parameters for this study are included
in Node 2 in Figure 5a (Appendix B includes the same data adapted to point clouds with
reduced density).
After the segmentation, most roads were represented by narrow, elongated objects
around the central axis of the roads. Due to this characteristic, shape variables implemented
in Definiens eCognition were considered to distinguish between roads and other objects.
Density variable was chosen for inclusion in the decision tree after several tests. This
variable describes the distribution of the pixels from an object in the space. Density
is calculated from the number of pixels included in the object and their approximate
radius [29]. Therefore, a square-shaped object will be denser than an elongated object. In
this case, those objects with a density value less than 0.85 are considered roads (Node 3 in
Figure 5a). The variable I′Mv is then used to differentiate between PR and DR. Objects with
an I′Mv ≤ 70 (Figure 5b-4) and more than 15 pixels are considered PR (Node 4 in Figure 5a).
The remaining objects are considered DR (Node 5 in Figure 5a).
Once PR and DR were identified, the ground cover classes were detected using the
variable nSMFR. BE or LV (Node 6 in Figure 5a) were identified using the thresholds of PR
and DR cover in relation to the nSMFR variable (Figure 5b-2). As the RMSE (a topographical
survey was carried out using Trimble® 5603 Robotic Total Station (Trimble, Sunnyvale, CA,
USA, www.trimble.com) (precision in distances measurement of ±2 mm + 2 ppm and a
precision in angles measurement of 3 to 5) and a Trimble® 5800 GPS (Trimble, Sunnyvale,
CA, USA, www.trimble.com) (dual-frequency realtime kinematic receiver with a planim-
metric precision of ±5 mm + 0.5 ppm and a altimetric precision of ±5 mm + 1 ppm) to
determine the location of 1656 field reference points, and then, the elevation error was
computed by comparing the DTM with ground reference data and, finally the RMSE was
calculated) of the DTM was approximately 70 cm, this value was the threshold for finding
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areas that could be BE or LV (Node 6 in Figure 5a). The objects that meet this condition
were merged with those areas that did not meet the criteria of Nodes 3 and 5 described in
the previous paragraph. Multi-resolution segmentation of these areas was then conducted.
In this case, the spectral variable I′FR (Node 7 in Figure 5a) was used to discriminate these
types of cover. I′FR was one of the most important variables in the VI analysis (Figure 5b-5).
Objects with I′FR ≤ 95 were classified as BE (Node 8 in Figure 5a), otherwise LV was
considered. A similar intensity value was used by Antonarakis et al. [52] to differentiate
the same classes.
3.3. Strategies for Assessing and Analyzing the Results
3.3.1. Quality Measures and Positional Accuracy
The error matrix or confusion matrix is the method most frequently used to assess
the accuracy of the classification results [77]. Figure 6 shows a theoretical example of a
traditional error matrix where the main diagonal highlights correct classifications while the
off-diagonal elements show omission and commission errors. In line with the recommen-
dation of Olofsson et al. [78], the elements of this matrix are transformed into the estimated
proportion of the study area that is category i in the extracted object and category j in
the reference sample (pij) (estimated population matrix in Figure 6). Several agreement
and disagreement metrics are then calculated from the elements of the estimated popu-
lation matrix. Regarding the agreement metrics, the following measures were obtained:
overall accuracy (OA), producer’s accuracy (PA) and user’s accuracy (UA) [52,79]. Finally,
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Figure 6. Traditional error matrix vs. estimated population matrix. Notation: the number of categories is J and each category
in the classification is denoted by an index i and the reference sample is denoted by an index j, which ranges from 1 to J. The
number of elements in each category is Ni. The number of extracted objects assigned to category i and its category j in the
reference sample is denoted by nij. The estimated proportion of the study area that is category i in the extracted object and
category j in the reference sample is denoted by pij. The elements used to calculate the agreement metrics are shown in
magenta and the elements used to calculate the disagreement metrics are shown in orange.
Focusing on the assessment of extracted road accuracy, these roads were compared
with the reference data, and several quality metrics were calculated. In the first step (i.e.,
comparison of extracted and field-surveyed roads), and according to the process established
by Prendes et al. [3], the centerline of extracted roads must be identified. The method
described in Section 2 and Appendix A was used for this purpose. The extracted and
reference centerlines were then transformed into points, located at an approximate distance
of 0.5 m. To match the extracted and reference roads, the buffer method was used. “This
method is a simple matching procedure in which every portion of one network within a
given distance from other network is considered as matched” [81]. Several buffers were
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built around the reference centerlines and all LiDAR-extracted centerlines (points) located
within each buffer area are considered true-positive roads (TP), otherwise centerlines are
false-positive roads (FP). Those roads not identified were considered false-negative roads
(FN). Regarding the second step, the quality measures were calculated from the previous
values. The equations and definitions of the measures are included in Table 2.
Table 2. Main quality measures.





The ratio of the records correctly extracted to
the total number of relevant records within
the ground-truth data, i.e., the percentage of
the reference roads which could be extracted.






The ratio of the number of relevant records
extracted to the total number of relevant and
irrelevant records retrieved, i.e., the
percentage of correctly extracted road data.




TPe + FP + FN
(4)
The ratio of the overlapping area of extracted
records and ground-truth records to the total
area. It is a measure of the goodness of the
final result combining completeness and




2 ∗ Completeness ∗ Correctness
Completeness + Correctness
(5)
This measure is a powerful evaluation ratio







The number of gaps per kilometer represents
the number of gaps in the reference data. It is
an indicator for the fragmentation of the






This measure shows the average number of
gap length per gap in the study area. This
measure helps in analyzing the
fragmentation of the extracted output.
Optimal value = 0.
[81,84]
a Following the notation used in previous research [20,81], TP (true positive) refers to the number of road segments that have been correctly
identified as road; FP (false positive) refers to the number of road segments that have been incorrectly identified as road; TN (true negative) refers
to the number of non-road objects that have been correctly identified as non-road; and FN (false negative) refers to the number of reference road
segments that have not been identified as road. l, number of pieces of matched extraction; d(extri ; ref), shortest distance between the ith piece of the
matched extraction and the reference network; n, number of gaps; Lr , length of reference (km); gli , length of the ith gap (m).
Finally, according to the non-parametric method proposed by Goodchild and Hunter [86],
the positional accuracy of LiDAR-derived centerlines (tested source) was compared with
the location of field-surveyed centerline (reference source). This method seeks to identify
the width of the buffer around the reference data that includes 95% of the test data. This
value is used as a measure of the overall positional accuracy (OPA). To calculate the OPA,
several buffers were created around reference data (buffer ε [0.25, 10] at intervals of 0.25 m).
3.3.2. Sensitivity Analysis
Finally, sensitivity analysis was performed in order to evaluate the influence of several
factors on the forest road detection and taking into account the quality measures. This
analysis is composed of two processes: ANOVA and a univariate plot of the factor effects.
For the last case, the plot.design function, included in the R graphics package (v 3.2.1) [42],
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was used. This function plots the magnitude of the effect of each factor on the dependent
variables, in this case represented by the quality measures and their average values. This
plot is calculated by considering the levels of the different factors independently: the factors
are plotted on the x axis, while the levels for each of these are plotted as a vertical line. In
this graph, the longer is this vertical line, the greater is the influence of the factor on the
quality of the extracted roads. In addition, the average value of the quality measures is
represented by a horizontal line [33]. The following factors and their levels were analyzed:
penetrability (levels: PNT = 0 −→ 0%; PNT ε (0,25] −→ Low; PNT ε (25,75] −→Medium;
PNT ε (75,100) −→ High; PNT = 100 −→ 100%), slope (levels: slope ≤ 10º −→ Low; slope ε
(10º,25º] −→Medium; slope > 25º −→ high), road surface (levels: PR (paved roads) and DR-
(dirt roads)) and point density (levels: 8, 4, 2 and 1 point/m2).
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Analysis of Importance of Variables
The analysis of variable importance focused on two scenarios: (1) the global context;
and (2) context by categories. In relation to the global context, the 65 variables and five
categories (paved and dirt roads, bare-earth, low vegetation and objects) are the input
data for the RF modeling. The result of this process is shown in Figure 7. To facilitate the
interpretation of the results, the five groups of variables are represented by different colors.
The most relevant variables were nSMFR, nMMv, ∆Zµ and ∆Zσ2 , two height variables
and two texture variables, respectively. In the relation to the first variables, predictably,
these variables play a leading role, because the nSMFR is considered fundamental for
differentiating between the ground and object categories [38,48,62]. Additionally, the use of
nMMv could facilitate the definition of below canopy categories. On the other hand, height
variables related to the relative density bins (RDM1−8) and the skewness and kurtosis
coefficients are the least relevant variables, all of which are used to characterize the vertical
vegetation structure, an application that is outside the scope of this study.
The importance of the different variables for each ground category (colored by cat-
egories) is illustrated in Figure 8. First, the intensity variables (blue bars in Figure 8) are
the main metrics used to identify most types of ground cover, mainly PR (Figure 8b). The
importance of the intensity in identifying the ground categories was highlighted by [35], in
a study in which the reflectivity of LiDAR returns in relation to several categories, such
as pavement, bare-earth and low vegetation, was analyzed. The chlorophyll content of
low vegetation or crops yields high intensity values (at wavelengths in the near infrared
spectrum), while the bare-earth areas show low reflectivity, and, therefore, low intensity
values. The variables with the greatest impact on RF-based identification of categories such
as bare-earth or low vr egetation were also subsequently analyzed [56]. In this research, Iµ
is one of the top 10 variables and nSMFR is the most important variable. The results shown
in Figure 8a,b are similar.
The height and texture variables are not of clear importance in relation to PR and DR.
However, Nz was important with regard to identification of DR (Figure 8c), but not for PR,
in which IMv is the most important variable (Figure 8b). The importance of Nz was also
shown by Guan et al. [56], although the variable was found to be important for identifying
the ground category, which includes PR, among others. Additionally, an increase in the
importance of roughness variables (SDZ or P) to the detriment of intensity variables was
observed in the case of DR (purple and blue bars in Figure 8c), respectively. This finding
can possibly be explained by the characteristics of the landscape and the different types
of road surface. For example, the DR is located on steep slopes and their roadsides have
more dense vegetation than PR. Moreover, the PR material is usually fairly uniform and
its reflectivity is often low, while DR has much more heterogeneous characteristics. This
could explain why the roughness variables are more important for DR and the intensity
variables are more important for PR.
















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7. Importance of variables on a global context determined using RF from original LiDAR point cloud. EOOB = 13.0%.
Elevation/height variables are shown in magenta, intensity variables in blue, return variables in green, roughness variables
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Figure 8. Importance of variables based on the categories determined using RF from original LiDAR point cloud. Eleva-
tion/height variables are shown in magenta, intensity variables in blue, return variables in green, roughness variables in
purple and texture variables in orange.
4.2. Overall Assessment of Road Extraction
The HyClass method was tested in a rural area covered by high density LiDAR
data (approximately 8 points/m2). Quantity and quality performance assessment using
different LiDAR densities is shown in Figures 9–12, respectively. Confident intervals
(CI) were computed following Olofsson et al. [78]. The high accuracy achieved by using
the original dataset (OAHyC−8pts = 96.2%, with a CI = 94.0–97.6%) is shown in Figure 9.
Difficulties in comparing the findings with those of other studies is often difficult due to dif-
ferences in the land cover classes considered and input data. In the face of these obstacles,
Matikainen et al. [55] used a multispectral LiDAR dataset with a density of 25 points/m2
in order to identify six land cover types (bare-earth/gravel roads, low vegetation, forest,
buildings, rocky areas and asphalt) combining RF and object-based classification proce-
dures. The overall accuracy of their classification was 95.995.9% (CI: 93.85–97.33%), while
the overall accuracy dropped to 92.91% (CI: 90.38–94.82%) when just one band with a
density of 8 points/m2 was used. The characteristics of this study (number of land cover
types, input data and resolution) and its results reveal the effectivity and potential of the
proposed hybrid methodology.
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Figure 9. Hybrid vs. RF: Overall accuracy (%) for point clouds with densities of 8 (first column), 4 (second column),
2 (third column) and 1 (last column) point/m2.


































































Figure 10. Hybrid vs. RF: User’s and producer’s accuracy (%) by land cover for point clouds with densities of 8 (first
column), 4 (second column), 2 (third column) and 1 (last column) point/m2.
At the individual level, the results suggest that HyClass has great potential for identi-
fying the proposed land cover types. The reliability values achieved at user and producer
levels are higher than 95% when using the original point cloud for PR, bare earth and
low vegetation (Figure 10). The DR class is at the opposite extreme, which conversely
shows low commission errors (approximately 1%), but large omission errors (13%). In this
case, high errors of omission were expected because of the difficulties in identifying some
sections of roads hidden below the tree canopy. Thus, the aforementioned errors probably
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occur in areas where the wooded vegetation is very dense or multi-stratified, hindering
penetration of the laser pulse. These limitations are added to possible errors of the DTM
in these areas. Errors are more evident at lower densities (Figures 10 and 12). Similarly,
we expected high omission errors and low commission errors, as it was unlikely that the
segmentation process generated long objects not corresponding to roads.
With the aim of evaluating the effectiveness of HyClass, the results were compared
with those obtained by an automatic pixel-based RF classification. The accuracy statistics
for both classification procedures are shown in Figures 9–11. For the original point cloud,
the overall, user and producer accuracies of all categories determined using the hybrid
method were higher than those provided by the RF classification. Random forest yielded
overall accuracy values of 87.00% (CI: 83.7–89.8%), almost 10% lower than those produced
by the HyClass method (Figure 9), and these values were lower than those reported by
Matikainen et al. [55]. HyClass yielded producer accuracy higher than 90% for all the
classes, with the exception of the DR class, which also shows high omission errors (≈25%)
and commission errors (26%) in the case of RF classification results. Most omission errors
for DR in both methods (HyClass and RF) were due to confusion with the objects, especially
in areas below tree canopies. RF results also show large commission errors in relation to
DR class which can be confused with the bare-earth and low-vegetation cover. Confusion
with these last two classes is quite common (e.g., [87,88]) because they usually yield similar
values in relation to height, slope, difference between returns and even intensity (depending
on the time of year when the data is captured). The differences between the commission
error of the DR class using HyClass and RF (1% and 26%, respectively) are probably related
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Figure 11. Hybrid vs. RF: Disagreement (%) for point clouds with densities of 8 (first column), 4 (second column), 2 (third
column) and 1 (last column) point/m2.
The Quality (Q %) and Allocation (A %) disagreement for the different density datasets
(1, 2, 4 and 8 points/m2) were plotted using HyClass (purple) and RF (green) methods
(Figure 11). The overall disagreement provided by HyClass for the original point cloud is
three times lower than that provided by the pixel-level RF classification (3.8% and 13%,
respectively). Although most HyClass errors are related to quality disagreement, almost
75% of RF errors are disagreements regarding allocation. A large part of these dissimilarities
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in methods are probably due to the differences in the basic units of analysis (pixels/objects
vs. pixels). Objects allow use of variables other than spectral variables, such as those related
to size, shape or context, which could help to minimize allocation errors, which could
benefit PR and DR classes. Moreover, A disagreement for HyClass classification could
have been resolved by the sequence of the operations in the decision tree, as it follows the
hierarchy of the classes included in Figure 4, which made it possible to narrow down the
location of some cover types, making their identification easier. On the other hand, DR
and objects are the classes most affected by the quantity disagreement. Previous studies
have showed low possibilities of confusion between similar types of cover (e.g., roads and
woody vegetation) [63,89]; however, in our study, the probability of confusing the object
class with the DR class, and to a lesser extent with the PR class, still existed. Again, this is
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Figure 12. Hybrid classification results for point clouds with densities of 8, 4, 2 and 1 point/m2.
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The sensitivity of the HyClass method to LiDAR density variations, and hence to the
spatial resolution, was verified in order to complete the analysis of the effectiveness of this
method. Qualitative results using the original point cloud (approximately 8 points/m2) and
reduced densities (4, 2 and 1 point/m2) are included in Figure 12. As expected, the LiDAR
point density and classification accuracy are directly related; the classification accuracy
improved by approximately 4% on doubling the LiDAR pulse density. This improvement
reached 12% when comparing the classification results with the lowest density (84.6%)
and the original LiDAR dataset (96.2%) (Figure 9). It was also observed that, regardless of
the LiDAR density, bare-earth, low-vegetation and PR yielded a high level of agreement
(Figures 10 and 12). Nonetheless, this good agreement was not repeated for the DR class,
as its identification was hampered by use of the lowest density LiDAR data.
The effects of LiDAR density regarding the detection of abandoned logging roads have
also been evaluated by [5]. Using a DEM-derived slope image, an object-based classification
and an edge detection filter, accuracies of 86%, 78%, 67%, 64% and 49% were obtained for
LiDAR densities of 12, 6, 3, 1.5 and 0.8 points/m2, respectively. The reduction in accuracy
was mainly due to increased omission errors, while commission errors remained constant.
Although the overall accuracy of the HyClass results are better than those reported by
Sherba et al. [5], the opposite was true for the omission and commission errors. The
decrease in accuracy of DR classification due to the increase in omission errors (reduction
in producer reliability) and commission errors (reduction in user reliability) when the
LiDAR point density is reduced can be seen in Figure 10. In agreement with Beck et al. [90],
we found that omission errors were mainly caused by the low definition of roads hidden
beneath the canopy (usually misclassified as objects and low-vegetation), while commission
errors were mainly due to spectral similarities (usually misclassified as PR and bare-earth).
Considering the disagreement values (Figure 11), as LiDAR point density decreases,
the contribution to this error from the DR class increases. These errors are closely related to
the cover characteristics, i.e., identification of the complete road, including those sections
that run beneath the canopy. This is the origin of most of the errors in this class, as
most sections of the road beneath the closed canopy are usually erroneously classified as
objects. In this respect, Triglav-Čekada et al. [9] reported penetrability ratios of 20% and
6% for, respectively, scarce Mediterranean vegetation and thick thermophilic deciduous
forest. Therefore, in areas covered by this type of vegetation, minimum densities of 5 and
16 points/m2, respectively, were needed to get 1 point/m2 below the vegetation layer.
Although a large proportion of the study area is covered by evergreen hardwoods, the
presence of deciduous hardwood species is important, especially at the edge of PR and DR.
In summary, the main errors detected in the identification of DR have two main
origins: (1) spectral similarity in the intensity layer for the DR, low-vegetation and bare-
earth classes, causing segmentation errors; and (2) presence of hidden sections beneath the
vegetation, so that nMMv might not include any data due to the scarce terrain return points
in these sections. Therefore, after segmentation, the layout of each track is not included
in an object of great length as occurs for densities of 4 or 8 points/m2, but is made up of
multiple non-connected objects of shorter length, and these sections of tracks are identified
as belonging to other categories of cover. The last point may lead to misclassifications
because, after the segmentation, multiple unconnected objects appear to represent a single
road rather than a single long object, as occurs when working with higher densities (4 or
8 points/m2). Cumulative errors appear at densities of 1 and 2 points/m2, as only the DR
appeared with a complete layout in agricultural areas (Figure 12).
Finally, the results show that as the density of points is reduced, the hybrid classifica-
tion method loses its advantage over RF in terms of general precision (OAHy−8pts = 96.2%,
CIHy−8pts = 94.0–97.6% and OARF−8pts = 87.0%, CIRF−8pts = 83.7–89.8%; OAHy−1pts = 84.6%,
CIHy−1pts = 81.1–87.6% and OARF−1pts = 87.8%, CIRF−1pts = 84.5–90.4%; Figure 9). When
the LiDAR point density is lower than 2 points/m2, hybrid classification is not the best
option, because of the increment in DR identification errors (reduced reliability, Figure 10,
and increased allocation disagreement, Figure 11).In this case, pixel-based RF classification
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seems to be the best option. These results are consistent with those obtained in [3,91]. Thus, in
the comparison of a pixel-based method and an object-based classification for identification of
forest roads by using low-density LiDAR data (0.5 points/m2), it was finally concluded that
the pixel-based method was the best option [3]. Furthermore, the same authors concluded
that object-based methods are recommended when high-resolution data is available, because
of their ability to generalize and reduce heterogeneity in the data [3]. The hybrid method
loses its advantage over pixel-based method when the spatial resolution is low (when point
density is 1 point/m2, the spatial resolution is approximately 2 m), because of the difficulties
in generating representative objects for the roads during the segmentation process (Figure 12).
The accuracy of the extracted-road was also assessed. The results of completeness,
correctness and quality measures (down facet-grid) (y-axis) for point clouds of densities 8,
4, 2 and 1 point/m2 (across facet-grid) and different areas of influence buffers surrounding
the reference forest roads layout (x-axis) are shown in Figure 13. The buffer size is a
subject value. Previous studies have established different buffer sizes (e.g., 10 m [3,92]
or approximately 4 m [19,20,93]). Thus, researchers have experimented with different
tolerances in order to establish the buffer size on the basis of point density and the results
obtained. In our study, the quality measurements were computed considering several buffer
sizes as in [94]. In general, we observed that the consistency of all measures, regardless of
the density of points, began to level off at within a buffer range of 3–4 m, similarly to those
reported by Doucette et al. [94] for the correctness measure (3–5 m) after comparing the
results of the digitization performed by two different technicians. The completeness of PR
is above 90% for densities higher than 1 point/m2, as also identified by Sánchez et al. [95]
for satisfactory extraction of PR, while detection of DR is approximately 80% for densities
of 4 and 8 points/m2. The same behavior was observed in relation to the correctness
and quality measures, although with slightly higher values. These results are similar to,
and in some cases better than, those obtained in previous studies [19,20], and specifically
those obtained by Sánchez et al. [95], who detected PR in the same study area but using
4 points/m2 data (completeness = 0.97, correctness = 0.69 and quality = 0.68). Finally,
Beck et al. [90] developed a methodology for identifying forest roads from LiDAR intensity
and density of ground points. This last variable was taken into account on the basis of
the assumption that the forest roads have a greater number of terrain points than other
areas. This method detected 67% of the roads (completeness), and the proportion reached
84% when only the gravel roads were considered. The results obtained in areas where the
gravel roads are crossed by vegetation were particularly good. Conversely, identification
of forest roads was difficult in non-vegetated areas and DR, because both types of cover are
characterized by high density of ground points and similar intensity values. One possible
solution for improving these results in non-vegetated areas wound be to add auxiliary
information such as satellite or aerial images [63,96]. In the case of the presence of forest
vegetation, this would not be a valid solution, as improving the identification of this type
of cover in these areas require increasing the level of detail of the terrain, which images
generally do not allow.
Then, the completeness in relation to the roads occluded by canopy cover, differenti-
ating between paved roads and dirt roads, was assessed. The results of this assessment
for point clouds of densities 8, 4, 2 and 1 point/m2 are included in Table 3. As expected, a
higher completeness was found in roads that are not occluded by canopy cover than in
road sections beneath closed canopy. The completeness of PR is above 90% for densities
higher that 1 point/m2, regardless of whether the roads occluded by canopy cover or not.
Similarly, the completeness of DR is above 83% for densities higher that 2 point/m2 if the
roads are not occluded by canopy cover, however, that metric is above 75% for densities
higher that 2 point/m2 and road sections beneath closed canopy. Although Sherba et al. [5]
did not differentiate between the roads occluded by canopy cover or not, our results of DR
occluded by canopy cover are similar to the results reported by these authors. Thus, the
previous results show the potential of HyClass for identifying forest roads beneath closed
canopy, provided the point density of the LiDAR clouds higher that 1 point/m2.








































































































































Figure 13. Results of completeness, correctness and quality for point clouds with densities 8, 4, 2 and 1 point/m2 and
different sizes of influence area of the forest roads (paved roads are shown in black and the dirt roads in brown).
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Table 3. Completeness in relation to the roads occluded by canopy cover (area of influence = 3 m, value proposed by
Doucette et al. [94]).
Roads Totally or Partially Included Below Canopy Cover
8 point/m2 4 point/m2 2 point/m2 1 point/m2
PR DR PR DR PR DR PR DR
Yes 91% 78% 91% 75% 91% 61% 79% 37%
No 95% 85% 93% 84% 94% 71% 79% 59%
The method proposed by Goodchild and Hunter [86] assesses the positional accuracy
of the LiDAR-derived centerlines and penalizes the existence of false positives but does
not take false negatives into account. To address this limitation and calculate the positional
accuracy, we used two approaches: (1) manual filtering of false positives derived from
the generation of centerlines in areas where the margins of the LiDAR-derived roads are
very irregular (result of the segmentation process); and (2) interpretation of the positional
accuracy combined with other measures. In this case, we used the F1 score (Figure 14a),
the length of gaps and the number of gaps per kilometer (Figure 14b). The table in
Figure 14 shows the positional accuracy of roads according to the point density. The
positional accuracy of PR and DR was approximately 3 m for point densities greater than
1 point/m2 and 2 points/m2, respectively. Once again, the accuracy of DR decreased at
a point density of 1 point/m2 (9.50 m). The same tendency is shown in a point cloud of
1 point/m2 (Figure 14), in which the F1 scores for PR and DR are represented graphically
by continuous and dotted yellow lines, respectively. In addition, for lower densities, the
gap lengths (Figure 14b) in PR and DR does not exhibit significant differences (e.g., if the
area of influence is 3 m, the average length of gaps in DR is 36, 40.4, 42.3 and 43.0 m for
point clouds with densities of 8, 4, 2 and 1 point/m2, respectively), and the number of
gaps per km (small colored squares) increased slightly (e.g., if the area of influence is 3 m,
the number of gaps in DR are 7, 7, 10 and 11 m for point clouds of density 8, 4, 2 and
1 point/m2, respectively) (Figure 14b).
The results reported by Azizi et al. [20] are a good example of the importance of the
combined evaluation of the positional accuracy and other metrics. In this study, a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) technique was used to classify the LiDAR data with a point density
of 4 points/m2 into two categories: roads and non-roads. Some 95% of the LiDAR-derived
road was digitized within 1.3 m buffer to the field surveyed (positional accuracy), which is
very good result. Nevertheless, the corresponding values for completeness, correctness and
quality metrics were only 75%, 63% and 52%, respectively. In other words, the positional
accuracy of 1.3 m refers to 95% of the 75% (completeness) of the reference roads. Other
examples of results using LiDAR data in forest areas include the studies by White et al. [92]
(manual digitalization, positional accuracy = 1.5 m and completeness = 100%) and Prendes
et al. [3] (object-based classification, positional accuracy = 6.88 m and completeness = 59%).
The positional accuracy of PR and DR using HyClass is better than the accuracy of some
existing maps (e.g., the positional accuracy of Spanish public road network is 5 m, the
positional accuracy of the topographic maps provided by USGS is 12 m and the Iranian
topographic maps reports positional accuracies of 10 m [3,20]). In this respect, HyClass
could be used to update the existing maps, especially those derived from point densities
higher than 1 point/m2.
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Positional Accuracy
Density
(pts/m2) 8 4 2 1
Paved roads 3.30 m 3.25 m 3.20 m 4.00 m






Figure 14. Results of (a) F1 score (%), (b) length of gaps (m) (boxplots) and the number of gaps per kms (square) for
different sizes of influence area of the forest roads and the positional accuracy (m) for point clouds with densities 8, 4, 2 and
1 point/m2.
4.3. Effect of Factors on the Quality Measures
There are two types of road in the study area: PR and DR (20% and 80%, respectively).
PRs mainly flow through areas with slope higher than 6º and the 20% are totally or partially
covered by vegetation. DRs are located on agricultural and forest areas, and half of these
roads have slopes greater than 12º and 40% are totally or partially covered by vegetation.
Considering the characteristics of the roads, ANOVA was used to assess the effects of
penetrability, slope, road surface and point density on the quality measures. Significant
differences were found for all factors except correctness and penetrability (Table 4). In
addition, the graph included in Table 4 shows the results produced by the plot.design
function. The factors are plotted on the x axis, while the levels of each of these factors are
plotted on a vertical line. In this graph, the length of the vertical line indicates the influence
of factors in relation to completeness (purple), correctness (green) and quality (black). In
addition, the mean value of those measures is represented by a horizontal line. On the basis
of this information, the slope is the most important factor affecting the quality measures.
The effects of several factors in the DTM accuracy have been analyzed [33], and it was
found that the slope has a strong influence on the accuracy of the model. According these
results, the slope may affect the identification of roads because of the DTM accuracy and
nMMv (one of the main variables included in HyClass, Figures 5 and 7) are also affected by
this factor, particularly in steep slopes. Another type of error related to the slope, which did
not occur in this study, occurs in flat areas, where slope-based algorithms cannot identify
the ridgelines. This circumstance is aggravated by the reduction in ground-points density
in forest areas [3,5], cultivated agricultural areas or zones without tree vegetation. In the
last case, the use of auxiliary information, such as the intensity [20,97], may not have
been sufficient to deal with those errors because of the spectral similarity between BE and
DR cover.
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Table 4. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the effects of penetrability, slope, road surface and point density on the quality
measures and figure shows the results of plot.design function.
Factors
Penetrability Slope Road Surface Ponit Density
Completeness Df 4 2 1 3
F value 5.394 85.222 7.632 5.068
Pr (>F) *** *** ** **
Correctness Df 4 2 1 3
F value 0.890 24.296 17.776 4.656
Pr (>F) 0.4734 *** *** **
Quality Df 4 2 1 3
F value 4.279 62.663 27.715 4.328
































































Statistical significance: *** 0.001; ** 0.01.
Road surface and point density also have an important, although smaller, influence
on the identification of roads. The influence of road surface on the quality measures was
analyzed by Prendes et al. [3], but no statistically significant differences between group
averages for the three road surfaces considered in their study (aggregate, dirt and rock)
were found. Taking into account that the road surface is closely linked to the LiDAR
intensity, the absence of spectral differences between both the different road surfaces and
other categories could lead to the lack of effect of road surface on the quality measures.
In our study, the PR and DR yielded intensity values more or less differentiated from
each other, and, in the case of PR, also different from all other classes (Figure 5b). Thus,
the impact of the road-surface factor on the quality measures can be influenced by this
circumstance. With regard to the point density, the graph included in Table 4 once again
illustrates both the negative impact of the low point density on road identification and the
need to have a point density no less than 2 points/m2 for the purposes of the road detection.
These results show that the level of detail of input layers may not be sufficient to identify
the land cover types of interest, so the rule that the spatial resolution of the input data must
be similar to the scale of action, proposed by Wu and Li [98], is broken. These roads have
some particular characteristics that lead to their correct identification being determined
by the availability of data that enable specific, detailed information to be obtained. This
information that cannot be extracted from low density LiDAR data. For example, the
identification of road sections beneath closed canopy, of width less than 3 m, does not
appear technically possible using the layers with a spatial resolution of approximately 1.9
m (for variables obtained from point cloud with density of 1 point/m2).
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5. Conclusions
In this study, an automatic tool was developed for extracting forest road network informa-
tion from LiDAR data in a rural landscape area in northern Spain. For cost-effective monitoring
of forest road network using LiDAR, we developed a hybrid classification method intended
for use by land and forest managers as an alternative approach to complex classifiers such as
RF and time-consuming manual processes. The results obtained confirm that integration of
the object/pixel class using simple and robust decision trees can classify the forest road net-
work accurately (PR (buffer = 4 m): completenessHy−8pts = 92%, correctnessHy−8pts = 98% and
qualityHy−8pts = 94%; DR (buffer = 4 m): completenessHy−8pts = 79%, correctnessHy−8pts = 86%
and qualityHy−8pts = 78%).
Analysis of the importance of variables was carried out prior to the development
of the HyClass method to assess the potential value of LiDAR data for identifying forest
roads. This analysis proved useful for increasing the efficiency and accuracy of the hybrid
classification. Note that the results of the analysis are specific to the data and land cover
types used in our study, and their transferability to other areas must be considered with
caution. However, the cases analyzed and the reflections provided can be useful for
interpreting other scenarios and improving the classification processes.
Regarding the study limitations, the main errors of the HyClass method are related to
identification of DR for low point densities. These errors arise due to the following: (1) the
spectral similarity (intensity) between DR class and low vegetation and bare-earth cover, which
causes segmentation errors; and (2) the fact that road sections beneath the close canopy did not
include ground-points, so that nMMv also did not contain points in these areas. This led to a
reduction in the effectiveness of segmentation for creating objects of any great length. Thus, the
results show that, as the density of points decreases, the hybrid classification method loses its
advantage over RF in terms of overall accuracy (OAHy−8pts = 96.2%, CIHy−8pts = 94.0–97.6%
and OARF−8pts = 87.0%, CIRF−8pts = 83.7–89.8%; OAHy−1pts = 84.6%, CIHy−1pts = 81.1–87.6%
and OARF−1pts = 87.8%, CIRF−1pts = 84.5–90.4%), while the overall accuracy of the pixel-based
method is not influenced by changes in point density. Thus, if the point density is lower
than 2 points/m2, hybrid classification is not the best option, because of the increment in DR
identification errors (reduced reliability and increasing allocation disagreement). In this case,
pixel-based RF classification appears to be the best option.
The values of quality metrics and the positional accuracy of PR and DR determined
with HyClass are higher than those obtained in both previous studies and some existing
maps. These results show the potential of the hybrid method for PR and DR extraction.
Consequently, HyClass could be used to update existing maps, whenever the point density
is greater than 1 point/m2. In future studies, the ability of this technique to differentiate
PR and DR should be tested in different areas by using a countrywide collection of freely
available low-density LiDAR data, thereby contributing to forest road network monitoring
at the operational level in Spain. To this end, and in the light of sensitivity analysis,
appropriate attention should be given to the quality of the DTM in steep areas. Given the
low density of the Spanish countrywide LiDAR data and on the basis of the assumption of
the relief invariability over time, the use of multitemporal point clouds (currently available)
could help to mitigate some above-mentioned constraints. In this context (low-density
data), development of a tool that enables reduction in the number of gaps is fundamental
for reducing the number of manual refinement processes required and increasing the
accuracy of road detection.
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Appendix A. R Code for Calculating the Road Centerlines
# 1 . C o p y r i g h t s t a t e m e n t comment −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# C o p y r i g h t 2020
# 2 . Author comment −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Sandra Bujan
# 3 . F i l e d e s c r i p t i o n comment −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Code t o c a l c u l a t e t h e road c e n t e r l i n e s
# 4 . s o u r c e ( ) and l i b r a r y ( ) s t a t e m e n t s −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
l i b r a r y ( rgdal )
l i b r a r y ( sp )
l i b r a r y ( r a s t e r )
l i b r a r y ( geosphere )
# 5 . Func t i on d e f i n i t i o n s −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Code o b t a i n e d from
# h t t p : / / r s t u d i o −pubs − s t a t i c . s3 . amazonaws . com / 10685 _1 f7266d60db7432486517a111c76ac8b . html
CreateSegment <− function ( coords , from , to ) {
distance <− 0
coordsOut <− c ( )
biggerThanFrom <− F
for ( i in 1 : ( nrow ( coords ) − 1 ) ) {
d <− sqr t ( ( coords [ i , 1 ] − coords [ i + 1 , 1 ] )^2 + ( coords [ i , 2 ] − coords [ i + 1 , 2 ] ) ^ 2 )
distance <− distance + d
i f ( ! biggerThanFrom && ( distance > from ) ) {
w <− 1 − ( distance − from ) / d
x <− coords [ i , 1 ] + w * ( coords [ i + 1 , 1 ] − coords [ i , 1 ] )
y <− coords [ i , 2 ] + w * ( coords [ i + 1 , 2 ] − coords [ i , 2 ] )
coordsOut <− rbind ( coordsOut , c ( x , y ) )
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biggerThanFrom <− T
}
i f ( biggerThanFrom ) {
i f ( distance > to ) {
w <− 1 − ( distance − to ) / d
x <− coords [ i , 1 ] + w * ( coords [ i + 1 , 1 ] − coords [ i , 1 ] )
y <− coords [ i , 2 ] + w * ( coords [ i + 1 , 2 ] − coords [ i , 2 ] )
coordsOut <− rbind ( coordsOut , c ( x , y ) )
break
}
coordsOut <− rbind ( coordsOut ,
c ( coords [ i + 1 , 1 ] ,
coords [ i + 1 , 2 ] ) )
}
}
return ( coordsOut )
}
CreateSegments <− function ( coords , length = 0 , n . pa r t s = 0) {
s t o p i f n o t ( ( length > 0 || n . pa r t s > 0 ) )
# c a l c u l a t e t o t a l l e n g t h l i n e
t o t a l _ length <− 0
for ( i in 1 : ( nrow ( coords ) − 1 ) ) {
d <− sqr t ( ( coords [ i , 1 ] − coords [ i + 1 , 1 ] )^2 + ( coords [ i , 2 ] − coords [ i + 1 , 2 ] ) ^ 2 )
t o t a l _ length <− t o t a l _ length + d
}
# c a l c u l a t e s t a t i o n i n g o f s egments
i f ( length > 0) {
s t a t i o n i n g <− c ( seq ( from = 0 , to = t o t a l _ length , by = length ) , t o t a l _ length )
} e lse {
s t a t i o n i n g <− c ( seq ( from = 0 , to = t o t a l _ length , length . out = n . pa r t s ) ,
t o t a l _ length )
}
# c a l c u l a t e s egments and s t o r e t h e in l i s t
newlines <− l i s t ( )
for ( i in 1 : ( length ( s t a t i o n i n g ) − 1 ) ) {
newlines [ [ i ] ] <− CreateSegment ( coords , s t a t i o n i n g [ i ] , s t a t i o n i n g [ i + 1 ] )
}
return ( newlines )
}
SegmentSpatialLines <− function ( s l , length = 0 , n . pa r t s = 0 , merge . l a s t = FALSE) {
s t o p i f n o t ( ( length > 0 || n . pa r t s > 0 ) )
id <− 0
newlines <− l i s t ( )
s l <− as ( s l , " S p a t i a l L i n e s " )
for ( l i n e s in s l @ l i n e s ) {
for ( l i n e in l ines@Lines ) {
crds <− l ine@coords
# c r e a t e s egments
segments <− CreateSegments ( coords = crds , length , n . pa r t s )
i f ( merge . l a s t && length ( segments ) > 1) {
# in c a s e t h e r e i s on ly one segment , merging would r e s u l t i n t o e r r o r
l <− length ( segments )
segments [ [ l − 1 ] ] <− rbind ( segments [ [ l − 1 ] ] , segments [ [ l ] ] )
segments <− segments [ 1 : ( l − 1 ) ]
}
# t r a n s f o r m segments t o l i n e s l i s t f o r S p a t i a l L i n e s o b j e c t
for ( segment in segments ) {
newlines <− c ( newlines , Lines ( l i s t ( Line ( u n l i s t ( segment ) ) ) , ID = as . c h a r a c t e r ( id ) ) )
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# t r a n s f o r m S p a t i a l L i n e s o b j e c t t o S p a t i a l L i n e s D a t a F r a m e o b j e c t
newlines . df <− as . data . frame ( matrix ( data = c ( 1 : length ( newlines ) ) ,
nrow = length ( newlines ) ,
ncol = 1 ) )
newlines <− SpatialLinesDataFrame ( S p a t i a l L i n e s ( newlines ) ,
data = newlines . df ,
match . ID = FALSE)
return ( newlines )
}
# 6 . Code t o c a l c u l a t e t h e road c e n t e r l i n e s −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# S e t t h e u s e r p a r a m e t e r s −−−−
InputDir <− "H: / ForestRoad / Data " # S e t t h e d a t a d i r e c t o r y
OutputDir <− "H: / ForestRoad / C e n t e r l i n e s " # S e t t h e ou t pu t d i r e c t o r y
CoodSystem <− "+ i n i t =epsg :25829 " # S e t t h e c o o r d i n a t e sys t em o f t h e d a t a
Fi leLS <− " L e f t _ s ide . shp " # S e t t h e name o f l e f t s i d e s h a p e f i l e
Fi leRS <− " Right _ s ide . shp " # S e t t h e name o f r i g h t s i d e s h a p e f i l e
# 6 . 1 Load road s i d e s from s h a p e f i l e s −−−−
L e f t S i d e <− rgdal : : readOGR ( f i l e . path ( InputDir , F i leLS ) )
RightSide <− rgdal : : readOGR ( f i l e . path ( InputDir , F i leRS ) )
# 6 . 2 D iv id e t h e r i g h t s i d e in segments and t r a n s f o r m t o p o i n t s −−−−
RightSide <− SegmentSpatia lLines ( RightSide ,
length = 0 . 5 ,
merge . l a s t = TRUE)
RightSide <− sp : : remove . d u p l i c a t e s ( as ( RightSide , " Spat ialPointsDataFrame " ) )
# 6 . 3 C a l c u l a t e t h e m i r r o r p o i n t from t h e p r e v i o u s p o i n t s −−−−
## 6 . 3 . 1 C o o r d i n a t e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n −−−−
r a s t e r : : c r s ( RightSide ) <− r a s t e r : : c r s ( L e f t S i d e )
L e f t S i d e <− sp : : spTransform ( Lef tS ide ,
CRS( "+ i n i t =epsg :4326 " ) )
RightSide <− sp : : spTransform ( RightSide ,
CRS( "+ i n i t =epsg :4326 " ) )
## 6 . 3 . 2 Mirror p o i n t s −−−−
MirrorPoints <− geosphere : : d i s t 2 L i n e ( RightSide ,
L e f t S i d e )
M i r r o r P o i n t s S p a t i a l <− sp : : Spat ialPointsDataFrame ( coords = MirrorPoints [ , c ( 2 : 3 ) ] ,
data = as . data . frame ( MirrorPoints ) ,
p r o j 4 s t r i n g = CRS( "+ i n i t =epsg :4326 " ) )
M i r r o r P o i n t s S p a t i a l <− sp : : spTransform ( MirrorPo in tsSpat ia l ,
CRS( CoodSystem ) )
# 6 . 4 C a l c u l a t e m idd l e p o i n t s be tween m i r r o r and r i g h t p o i n t s −−−−
MPoints . df <− data . frame ( matrix ( data=NA, ncol = 2 ,nrow = 0) )
for ( i in c ( 1 : nrow ( MirrorPoints ) ) ) {
MPoints . df [ i , ] <− geosphere : : midPoint ( RightSide@coords [ i , ] ,
MirrorPoints [ i , c ( 2 : 3 ) ] )
}
## 6 . 4 . 1 Trans form t o s p a t i a l p o i n t s d a t a f rame and s a v e s p a t i a l p o i n t s −−−−
MPoints <− sp : : Spat ia lPointsDataFrame ( coords = MPoints . df ,
data = MPoints . df ,
p r o j 4 s t r i n g = CRS( "+ i n i t =epsg :4326 " ) )
MPoints <− sp : : spTransform ( MPoints , CRS( CoodSystem ) )
rgdal : : writeOGR ( MPoints ,
dsn = OutputDir ,
l a y e r = " MPoints " ,
dr iver = " ESRI S h a p e f i l e " ,
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overwrite _ l a y e r = TRUE)
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Figure A1. Decision trees.
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